
It’s Time to Ride Their Wave: The Band Yesterdays Fate Release Their New Single, “Something 

in the Water” 

 

 

Feels like eons ago when pop rock bands still had mass appeal and were at the peak of their 

powers. When bands like The Beatles were that avant-garde band, stretching the boundaries of 

music. Every music genre has a golden age, after which the attention shifts, and the sound is 



forgotten by the masses, except for a few people who keep the flame burning. On their new 

single, “Something in the water”, the 3-man band, Yesterdays Fate give us a 3 minute 48 seconds 

reminder of what we’ve been missing on, a sweet taste of some 60s pop-rock music, what they 

like to call, “Modern vintage.” 

 

The song opens with Graham White (piano) and Jim Kraneveldt (guitar) giving you a feel of 

some psychedelic rock before Damian Pipes comes in, adding his vocals, setting you off on an 

enthralling spiral journey to the world of pop rock, each word sounding sweeter than the last, and 

by the time the chorus hits, you are at a point of no return; head bobbing, limbs moving to the 

rhythm of this amazing upbeat song. “…hold on tight, there’s no escape…” Pipes sings 

emotionally. The song is about trying to achieve the Hollywood dream in the California 

sunshine. And achieve, they will. 

Listen to their song below 

 

Yesterdays Fate are a CanUK pop/rock band signed to Big Records. They are based out of 

Vancouver Island (Canada) and Belfast (Northern Ireland). They cite The Beatles, The Who and 

90’s bands such as Embrace and Oasis as well as Canadian rock bands as their musical 

influences. They like anthemic songs that captivate people in live venues. Their individual 

uniqueness gives them their collective power and star quality. Interpret it how you may, but their 

band name is as catchy as their music and as they journey towards global reach, they are looking 

very much like the future of olden pop/rock. 

 Catch up with Yesterdays Fate on Instagram below 

https://open.spotify.com/album/4vZ2CwuRwueq3uwwTaP2TE?si=XB8f5caJRjGTjk7zgPOx5g


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/yesterdaysfateband/

